
Financial institutions are evolving. Today’s credit unions want to cultivate a more open, 
seamless, and intimate experience with their members. 

To that end, credit unions are redesigning their branches to make their services more accessible1. 
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Branches of the Future:
Better Security for
Modern Credit Unions

What the modern branch will look like:

But when credit unions improve on comfort and convenience, safety becomes an issue. 

With existing technology, credit unions can make their spaces more inviting without needing to compromise security. 

Open-plan
branches

Comfortable furniture
with Wi-Fi

and co�ee bar

Smaller footprints
focused on

high-value services

1   How branch security is catching up with branch design; Independent Banker



What security looks like for the modern branch
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Open design
Fewer conspicuous deterrent 
measures (such as security glass) 
and increased covert defense layers 
such as trackers and security apps.

Modular vaults and
cash recyclers
GPS trackers can help track
and secure each storage unit.

Increased digitalization
Employees will switch to
tablets and leverage apps
to conduct banking services
and enforce security.

Enhanced ATM services
ATMs provide a wide array of services 
that increase automation and reduce
the need for face-to-face interactions. 
Trackers protect ATMs at all times 
regardless of its location.  

Alarms
Supplement existing alarm 
systems with a panic button 
on a security app.

Smaller footprint in branches
Security apps help optimize
internal processes to reduce 
required staffing for branches.



Contact one of our Security Experts to find out more. 
     info@3si.com | www.3si.com

Why GPS technology and safety system apps are essential
for the modern credit union branch
Financial institutions require security systems that are effective, reliable, and efficient. 3SI offers a number
of solutions to meet these needs. Our covert GPS trackers protect cash in teller drawers, cash machines,
vaults, and ATMS, while our safety system app helps optimize processes—adding another layer of security
for staff and members.

Together, these technologies provide a secure and seamless experience for financial services. 

Safety System
Applications

GPS Tracking
Technology

A more open design means fewer visible deterrents against crime, but protection
is bolstered by discreet trackers in ATMs, cash recyclers, modular vaults

Automatic activation means no actions are needed from branch personnel
in the event of a crime

Instantly notifies authorities to ensure rapid law enforcement response

Protection stays with assets even if they are stolen

•

•

•

•

Allows sta� to perform automated and assisted branch openings, closings,
and services using smartphones and tablets

Reduces cost by requiring fewer sta�, switching from dual control to sole control

Emergency notification system to supplement existing alarms and improve
overall security

Simplifies audit and reporting by storing information digitally on credit union servers

•

•

•

•

3SI has over 50 years of protecting more than
250,000 locations worldwide.


